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The furniture industry is no exception. Right from the start, Mitchell Gold knew he had to break some of those
rules to satisfy their customers. And it paid off big time. One of their earliest ideas, "Relaxed Design," was
based on trends they saw in the apparel industry. Designing furniture Bob Williams would want in his own
home - comfortable, classic, affordable - he dressed his pieces in relaxed slipcovers of pre-washed fabrics like
denim, khaki and velvet. He also addressed the need for a less-intimidating shopping experience by limiting
choices to avoid confusing consumers. Along the way, Williams has received numerous awards, including
Design awards from Metropolitan Home magazine. And today, the line, which started with dining chairs,
offers both slipcovered and tailored upholstery including down-blend cushions, premium goose-down-blend
and comfortable sleepers , leather, sectionals, beds, ottomans, recliners and yes.. The right ads, the right
publications and subtle "co-branding" with retailers have helped Gold do that. Where does 18 years of
incredible growth lead? In Mitchell Gold built a , sq-ft. This also appears in the background on a wall during
the video. They clearly demonstrate how successful companies can produce quality products while also
providing a great place to work. Describe quality management ideas and practices suggested by quality
advocates Deming, Ishikawa, Juran, and Feigenbaum discussed in this chapter in the Quality Advocates
section? Kaoru Ishikawa who advocated quality by focusing on prevention. He also introduced the idea of
both internal and external customers, and fishbone diagrams as a problem-solving tool. Edwards Deming
introduced concepts such as employee participation and continuous improvement. Juran helped strongly
establish the concept of the internal customer. Teamwork, partnerships with suppliers, problem solving, and
brainstorming are all Juran trademarks. Feigenbaum developed the concept of total quality control focused on
quality improvement throughout an organization. He felt that the customer is the one who ultimately
determines quality. Provide specific examples to support your answer. Personal opinion question, however,
based on the Ethics Exercise at the end of the chapter, evidence would suggest managers should pay attention
to quality of life and working conditions. Examples will vary â€” consider using REI or Google as examples.
They provide excellent employee benefits and outstanding working conditions that foster creativity,
empowerment, loyalty, productivity, and long-term success. How can business owners and managers get
employees to produce their best work? Taking the time to learn about each employee and what motivates them
will help managers to provide the appropriate level of challenge and independence and to structure meaningful
rewards. Kaoru Ishikawa the idea of both internal and external customers is demonstrated when the owners
discuss not only their commitment to being driven by the external customer as it relates to design but also
focused on listening to their employees. This example also illustrates W. Feigenbaum felt that the customer is
the one who ultimately determines quality. The results were more affordable, flexible products delivered
faster. Air conditioning, good lighting and a place where everyone is welcome and valued contribute to a
higher sense of ownership, employee engagement and success. Air conditioning, good lighting and good
coffee were some of the items mentioned that brought people to the company. Policies and practices that are
inclusive, where people are accepted regardless of their sexual orientation is another example. Their annual
health fair with free physicals is yet another benefit where management has sent a strong message through
their actions that people in the company are important. The owners also set an example by being friendly and
personable with employees and leading by example in the community. Creating an environment where the
emphasis is on teamwork: All of these things combine to create a company where employees feel valued and
are therefore loyal and committed to doing their best work. One of the five overarching changes mentioned in
chapter 1 was environmentalism and sustainability. Six generations have fine tuned guitar maker 1.
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Specialization of labor includes a group of employees who make just the guitar strings. No more absentee
managers off fixing other factories. A commitment from every employee to try to make the perfect guitar.
Shifting from a traditional hierarchical structure to a more team oriented environment where employees were
more involved. Successfully producing 85, guitars in a team oriented environment where everyone is striving
to make the perfect guitar and is rewarded with profit sharing for the effort implies there is a good bit of esprit
de corps. She would be very positive about it. Everything Martin does is about valuing a motivated workforce
and creating an environment where workers can shine. Martin is definitely a Theory Y manager. They rely on
customers for their business, they hired people from different industries with expertise in quality and they seek
learning opportunities from outside, nontraditional experiences such as Outward Bound. The 7 Habits of
Highly Effective People: Powerful Lessons in Personal Change. Because all employees of any company
should have the concepts in this book as part of their toolkit. A Manifesto for Business Revolution. Staying
competitive in any industry involves using the all the productivity tools available for manufacturing and
design. In order to help support your students on research projects assigned in this class, this chapter in the
manual provides a list of periodicals that are good resources for articles on management and related topics.
You are welcome to copy this list and share it with your students when giving research assignments. An
interesting and enjoyable class exercise that helps personalize the material in Chapter 2 is to assign individuals
or groups the roles of Henri Fayol, F. Edwards Deming, and Thomas J. Then ask each expert to debate and
discuss how he or she would handle various contemporary management situations e. A debate or other
structured class discussion session about the relative merits of each of the major approaches to management is
a good way to compare and contrast the various perspectives. It quickly becomes apparent that there is no
single best approach and that each perspective contributes something of value to our knowledge of
management. To add energy to the discussion of chaos theory and complex adaptive systems theory, bring a
number of small soft balls or toys to class and start the students tossing them around the classroom. For
example, add a beach ball to the collection being tossed around. Discuss the fine line between a complex
system and total chaos, using this example. To ensure the safety of this exercise, use only soft balls and toys,
and allow only underhand throwing. Taylor go about improving job performance through scientific
management? What circumstances gave rise to the human relations movement? What is an open system, and
why is it useful to view organizations as open systems? As this chapter shows, the basis for the quality
movement actually started in the s. Why do you think it took so long to catch on in the United States? How
can they possibly learn from managers who never had access to these modern day communication tools? What
impact has technology had on contemporary managers? What aspects of management remain the same? What
lessons can be learned from managers who came before us? And why is it important or unnecessary to put
modern management practices into historical context? The violence and the expletive-filled dialogue give
Casino its R rating. It follows the scenes of the casino deceiving the Japanese gambler. Founded in , the
Zildjian Company attributes its success to good management principles and an appreciation for the company
legacy that keeps everyone focused on preserving the business for the long haul. They attribute this success to
sticking with one product and never making changes. When studying management, history and historical
perspective do not matter because management is a new, forward-looking field. We gain a better
understanding of the present by taking a historical perspective. Women and men from around the globe have
been contributors to management theory and practice. Business management courses were not taught in the U.
In early cultures, management was something one learned by word of mouth and trial and error, rather than
something one studied. Management has been practiced for thousands of years. The field of management is
presently experiencing information overload. The interdisciplinary nature of management is a principal cause
of the information explosion in management theory. The only universally accepted theory of management is
the systems approach. The universal process approach is the oldest, and one of the most popular, approaches
to management. According to the universalist or functional approach to management, administration of public
and private organizations requires different processes. Chain of command refers to who is ultimately
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responsible for getting things done. Subordinates should observe the formal chain of command unless
expressly authorized by their respective superiors to communicate with each other. Fayol called this the scalar
chain. The operational approach to management focuses on improving efficiency and quality. As an advocate
of employee rights, Frederick Taylor believed in letting workers determine their own way of doing tasks.
According to scientific management, workers produced more when paid by the hour. Frank and Lillian
Gilbreth were dedicated to finding the one best way to do every job. A Pareto analysis can be used to separate
major problems from minor ones by determining the 20 percent of possible causes leading to 80 percent of all
problems. According to Armand V.
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